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INGREDIENTS OF PROTECTION ENGINEERING 

V. R. Latorre, L. R. Spogen, J r . 

University of Cal i forn ia , Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

Livermore, California 

The protection of an e lect ron ic /e lect r ica l 
system from an electromagnetic environment 
requires a systematic approach and a clear and 
concise ident i f icat ion of the data requirements 
and tools (analytical and experimental) for 
the vulnerabi l i ty assessment. In this paper, 
a basic protection engineering concept is de
veloped. The concept is general and therefore 
applicable to many systems. I t consists of 
f ive stages: 1) systems analysis, 2) subsystem 
degradation, 3) interact ion and coupling, 4) 
protection trade-off analysis, and 5) fabr ica
t ion and operation. A detai led discussion of 
a l l functions performed in each stage is 
described; the input data to these functions 
i den t i f i ed ; and, means (tools) by which the 
functional operations are sat is f ied are summ
arized. Simple examples are used throughout 
the paper to i l l u s t r a te the def ini t ions of 
various functions and to emphasize the i t e ra 
t ive process required in arr iv ing at a 
protection scheme. 

Introduction 

An electromagnetic pulse (EMP) can have 
serious ef fect on the operation of many e lect
ronic and e lect r ica l systems. The protection 
engineer is faced with the problem of ensuring 
proper operation of his system, which may be a 
simple system (a jeep mounted radio) or a com
plex one (a worldwide communication systpm). 
The purpose of this paper is to present a 
systematic approach to the solution of th is 
problem i>y ident i fy ing 1) tht problem; 2) a 
cost effect ive approach; 3) data requirements; 
and 4) analysis and test requirements. 

The Basic Concept • 

The protection engineering concept is i l l 
ustrated in Figure 1. The arrows show the 
flow of events leading to the operation of a 

'protected system and the broken lines indicate 
the paths employed in the i te ra t ive process. 
Blocks represent engineering operations, which 
must be conducted within the l imitat ions of 
resources - t ime, money, etc. 

The Systems Analysis block provides analy
t i ca l and test operations generally involving 
the entire system. One operation of th is block 
is to break the system into manageable subsys
tems ("subsystem" refers to an assessment 
un i t , while the col lect ion of subsystems for 
which the protection engineer has hardening 
responsibi l i ty is referred to as "system"). 
The relationship of the performance measures 
of a subsystem to parameters of i t s EMP envir
onment is called subsystem/susceptibility and 
is determined in the Subsystem Suscept ibi l i ty 
block. Estimates of the performance parameters 
are obtained through analyses and/or tests per
formed in the Interaction and Coupling block. 
These estimates coupled with those of subsys
tem suscept ib i l i ty allow a prediction of the 
performance of the subsystem. 

The protection engineer needs "worst case" 
predictions of performance for a l l subsystems, 
I f the subsystems a l l appear not vulnerable, 
with these predictions, he w i l l not employ 
protection. I f the subsystems appear vulnera-
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Fig. 1: Protection Engineering Concept 

ble with the predictions employed, he may elect 
to protect , or he may choose to reassess the 
system. The dashed lines in Fig. 1 show the 
i te ra t ion path implied by the th i rd option. 
Decisions, operations, and cost trade-offs zre 
performed in the Protection Trade-off Block. 

In the f ina l block, design and fabr icat ion 
are performed. Also, operations within th is 
block iden t i f y , develop, and enforce procedures 
that w i l l maintain the hardness in tegr i ty of 
the system. 

Example 

This example is s impl is t ic but serves to 
explaii, the concept and define i t s various 
aspects. The basic problem is to assess hard
ness and design, i f necessary, protection for 
an exist ing missile system. The performance 
measure for the overall system is the Drobabil-
i t y o f k i l l , denoted as P(K). Performance 
measures for each of the subsystems may now be 
iden t i f i ed , and allowable amounts of degrada
t ion in these measures must be determined. 
Assume that the performance cr i te r ion is a 0.9 
probabi l i ty of k i l l . Figure 2 i l l us t ra tes a 
case when only two variables are pertinent. 
Any point on the l ine for which P{K) = D.9 
(surface when more than two performance meas
ures are required) provide a set of perfor
mance threshold values. A point may be selec
ted to y ie ld the performance c r i t e r i a of the 
subsystems. The c r i t e r i a w i l l state that the 
tracking error must not exceed x mil l i radians ' , 
and the b i t ' e r r o r rate must not exceed y b i t s / 
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Fig- 2: B i t Error Rate vs. Tracking Error 

sec. I t w i l l be assumed that the performance 
c r i t e r i a for the two subsystems w i l l be x and 
y. 

Assume i t is found that the rise t ine ( T ) 
and peak amplitude ( I p ) of the induced current 
on an input cable causes degradation in the 
performance of the tracking radar- I p and T 
are the performance parameters for the radar. 
Curves l i ke those in Figure 3, which are plots 
of constant tracking error f i ) as a function of 
Ip and may be developed. The relationship 
provided by Figure 3 is the subsystem suscepti
b i l i t y of the tracking radar. Since x is the 
c r i t e r i o n , that contour provides the boundary 
hptwopn ArrpntAhio anti nnt accents b?e perfor
mance, while § = x is the performance threshold 
of the tracking radar. Values of I p and T 
Tying on the threshold curve represent the per
formance parameter l imi ts of the subsystem. 
Generally, a subsystem w i l l have more than one 
penetration and more than two performance 
parameters causing degradation. 

Performance parameters must also be iden t i 
f ied and subsystem suscept ib i l i ty determined 
fo r the data l i nk . I t is then necessary to 
represent the threshold curve of that subsys
tem to establish i t s performance parameter 
l im i t s . 

Generally, subsystem suscept ib i l i ty curves 
w i l l be estimates of the true behavior. I t is 
desirable that both sets of curves provide 
estimates wnich show the subsystems more sus
ceptible than tliey real ly are. Assume Figure 
4 and a simi lar curve for the data l ink rep
resent this type of estimate. Refinements to 
these curves may ult imately be required and 
obtained through additional analysis or test . 

The next step is to estimate on the "high 
side" values for Ip and T. Consider the case 
shown in Figure 3, i . e . , E] and £3- The e s t i 
mate shown by point E] is i n the acceptable 
region and, therefore, since both El and the 
threshold curve are worst case, the subsystem 
is not vulnerable to EMP. On the other hand, 
If the estimate is £2* t n e estimate implies 
the system is vulnerable. Since the estimates 
are worst case, nowever, the system may not be 
vulnerable. The protection engineer must now 
weigh the costs of protection against those of 
additional analysis and/or test . 

Assume that the protection engineer decides 

Fig. 3: Peak Current vs. Rise Time 

that due to the cost of protect ion, a more re
f ined suscept ib i l i ty analysis should be obtain
ed. I f th is analysis indicates protection is 
not required, the choice of addit ional analysis 
has paid o f f . I f , however, the new estimate 
of E2 s t i l l f a l l s in the unacceptable region, 
the protection engineer is s t i l l faced with the 
dilema of protecting or pursuing addit ional 
analysis or tes t . This i t e ra t i ve procedure 
continues un t i l e i ther the protection engineer 
finds the system not vulnerable or consents to 
protection. 

In deciding on protect ion, the protection 
engineer weighs a l l cost factors - performance, 
monetary, r e l i a b i l i t y , etc. - against the pro
tection uffcrded the system, Iheieuy pruviu'i 114 
a cost effect ive protection approach. He must 
now for the design and fabr icat ion phases pro
vide qual i ty assurance methods and maintenance 
schedules and practices which w i l l insure the 
in tegr i ty of protect ion. 

Protection Method 

Operations within the System Analysis Block 
are equally val id for the predesign problem; 
the problem when local environments are soeci-
f i e d ; the problem where subsystems are "o f f -
the-shelf" items; and for the post-design or 
" in-place" problem. Use of th is block is min i 
mal when the system i s , for example, a jeep-
mounted radio set , but represents a s ign i f i can t 
part of the protection problem for large-scale 
sys terns. 

At th is point i n the protection problem, the 
engineer has a description of the system which 
varies considerably in deta i l depending on his 
problem; the EMP threat to his system and the 
scenario which defines the sequencina of c r i t i 
cal events relevant to system operation. From 
this input data, he must determine an operation
al hardness c r i te r ion for the system; ident i fy 
those subsystems which are c r i t i c a l to system 
missions; determine the performance measures 
for each subsystem; establish performance 
c r i t e r i a ; define constraints in system opera
tions and the modes employed in the system 
scenario; and f i na l l y describe the EMP environ
ment with su f f ic ien t spec i f i c i t y to allow deter
mination of the local environment of subsystems. 

The f i r s t step in determfninq the ooeration-
al hardness c r i t e r i a is to ident i fy measure* of 
performance for the system. The operational 



hardness erf teria then speci fy the minimum acc
eptable levels of these measures as related to 
the threat and srenar.o. Ttiese criteria are 
then used to identify the mission critical 
subsystem. 

System analysis is now bsed to determine 
the performance measures associated with each 
of the mission critical subsystems. For exam
ple , the performance measure associated with a 
missile launcher are angular errors; with the 
radar, tracking error; with the communications 
system, bit error rate; and with the computer, 
b i t errors. 

If one can envision a raulti-dimensional 
space wnerc each dimension corresponds to 
performance measures of subsystems, one should 
also be able to envision a surface which is a 
boundary separating a region of non-acceptable 
system performance from that of acceptable 
performance. Figure 2 of the example i l lustr
ates this for the simple too dimensional prob
lem. The task of the system analyst is to de
termine such a surface and then select a point 
on that surface as his subsystem performance 
cri teria, x and y were the criteria used in 
the exaotple. The feedback represented by the 
dashed line in figure 1 allcws for the reallo
cation of performance criteria owing to a 
failure to reasonably obtain selected criteria. 
The engineer in selecting criteria must possess 
a priori knowledge of susceptibilities and 
local environments. 

Systems Analysis Block identify the modes the 
subsystems oparate in and the variation in 
physical configurations based on these modes, 
and must be based on knowledge of what factors 
are pertinent to EKP coupling. The environ
ment that is outputted from this block is 
generally the free-field environment at a point 
external to the system but from which the 
local environments of subsystems can be 
determined. 

The tools generally employed in systems analysis 
are functional analysis and testing. General 
systems computer codes are also useful, as 
possibly are network programs for communication 
systems. Circuit programs such as SCEPTRE, 
e t c . , may also be employed to obtain functional 
relationships. Full scale and scaled tests 
are sometimes useful in obtaining desired 
results. Quite often, however, the engineer 
will have decisions that must be based on past 
experience. 

Subsystem Susceptibility 

I t 1s in this block that susceptibility 
curves are developed, that relate performance 
measures to parameters representing the local 
electromagr^tit, environment (fields, currents 
on penetrators, etc .) . The parameters of in
terest include peak amplitudes, rise times, and 
the like. These arc the parameters for which 
the interaction and coupling block will supply 
estimates. 

The example showed performance of the track
ing radar to be a function of only two pora':ie-
ters 1„ and t , although severs! penetrations, 

and connective cables are generally present. 
Degradation in performance is related to par
ameters of currents on these conductors and of 
the field. The analyst appears to be confronted 
with a multivariable problem which seemingly 
defies solution. Generally this is not true be
cause the problem may be reduced to a set of 
problems similar to that given in the example, 
where each problem identifies the influence of 
a single penetrator. 

Susceptibility curves, as indicated in the 
example, are generally used in the following 
manner. Decisions concerning whether to protect 
or not, or to pursue some other course are 
dependent on where the predicted values of per
formance parameters l ie relative to the suscep
t ib i l i ty curves. In general, the engineer has 
several curves similar to that of the example; 
considering each, he will eliminate those which 
result in acceptable operation, and examine in 
detail those remaining to decide on protection, 
further analysis, etc . 

It is generally better to reject the hypo
thesis that a system is hard when i t actually 
is soft, than to assume a system is soft when 
i t really is hard. Estimates of susceptibility 
curves therefore should satisfy the criterion 
that if performance parameters fall within the 
acceptable region, the system is "hard", where
as if they fall within uie unacceptable region, 
the system is considered "soft" but may, in 
reality be hard. Predictions that fall outside 
th"? acceptable region will result in decisions 
to harden ur u> attempt to obtain better pre
dictions. A third possibility exists - change 
criteria. 

A basic problem is determining how to obtain 
estimates of susceptibility curves. One distinct 
possibility is testing; however, there 5re 
difficulties in specifying how many to tes t , 
whether the samples are representative, etc. 
Also, a major problem is to insure that all 
parameters of the fields and currents and their 
variations are properly represented 

For various reasons, samples may not be 
available for tes t , or there may not be enough 
samples to lend stat ist ical validity to the 
results. Thus, a prediction is required. The 
input required is component degradation data. 
Also, i t is necessary to be able to estimate 
circuit parameters and those resulting fron fa 
brication. This information comes, in part , 
from a knowledge of the codes and practices 
associated with fabrication. 

Assuming that circuit information and test 
data are available for the subsystem components, 
i t is now possible to estimate subsystem sus
ceptibility. Three basic types of problems must 
be considered. First, burnout; second, upset 
due to component degradation; and, third, c ir
cuit upset without component malfunction. 

Assume that in the example of the tracking 
radar a semiconductor is the weak link, and the 
rise time (t! and peak current ( l p ) of Figure 3 
are related to the power and pulse duration 
across the semiconductor as shown in Figure A. 
If burnout causes a tracking error greater than 
x, tne curves of Figures 4 and 5 can be transla-



ted to that of Figure 3, which is the desired 
resu l t . Now consider the case in which a de
graded semiconductor which by causing a change 
in the tracking loop gain, produces a tracking 
error . The curves in Figure 6, show degrada
t ion of e of the device (6a); the degradation 
in loop gain (6b), and the tracking loop error 
as a function of gain deviation (6c). These 
C'jrves coupled with those of Figure 5 my be 
used to obtain Figure 3. For the last case, 
curves b and c of Figure 6 can be used with 
those of Figure 5 to provide curves such as 
those in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 6: Semiconductor Degradation Effects 

behave as c i r cu i t elements themselves, or ex
h i b i t troublesome i .onl inear i t ies. 

Fig. 4: Semiconductor Burn-Out Characteristic 

Fig. 5: Semiconductor Burnout vs. Performance 
Parameters. 

These examples considered a single compo
nent and used i t s degradation data to deter
mine subsystem performance as a function of 
parameters of the current waveform on an ex
ternal conductor. This relationship is the 
subsystem suscept ib i l i ty . I t is emphasized 
that the examples are vor.v simple and provide 
basic def ini t ions and indicate the relat ion
ship between component suscept ib i l i ty and sub
system suscept ib i l i ty . In r e a l i t y , many com
ponents exist within o subsystem as well as 
numerous interconnecting conductors, wnich may 

Estimates uf subsystem suscept ib i l i t y pre
sent a formidable problem to the protection 
engineer. He may consider analysis or test . 
At f i r s t glance, i t would seem that the best 
results w i l l be obtained by associating the 
fCWCSt pCSSiblc MuTTibci* u f LUiiTJU'ltlllLS Wi th a 
subsystem; however, subsystem size should be 
determined on che basis of trade-offs between 
the ease and accuracy of obtaining both sub
system suscept ib i l i ty and interact ion and 
coupling information. These are system decom
posit ion problems performed in the system anal
ysis block. 

For subsystem suscept ib i l i t y , methods of 
making estimates of various accuracies are re
quired. Since estimates of increasing accuracy 
generally are obtained through increasing com
p lex i t y , i t is preferable that the engineer 
complete his assessment with the coarsest type 
of estimate. 

Interaction and Coupling 

This block provides estimates of those per
formance parameters ident i f ied in the subsystem 
suscept ib i l i ty block. Interaction and coupling 
operations use the f ree - f i e ld enviroonent des
cr ipt ion at some point or points to provide es
timates of parameters of the f ie lds i rc ident on 
the subsystem, and of currents on pe-i: "ratin? or 
correcting conductors. Modes of interact ion and 
cr jp l ing requiring consideration are d i f fus ion , 
aperture coupling, coupling to external conduc
t ing configurations, penetrations, cable-to-
cable coupling, cable exc i ta t ion , etc. 

The engineer must be aware of the codes and 
practices used in the construction of the system. 
He must know his system and the EMP variables 
lying wi th in that system, and must then use an
alysis and test methods to obtain estimates of 
the parameters of in terest . 

Estimates in interact ion and coupling should 
be made on the "high s ide" , so that a system 



system that i s shown not to be vulnerable i s 
not , and one that is estimated to be vulnerable 
may in rea l i ty not be. Once again, i t is de
sirable to have the capabi l i t ies to provide 
varying degrees of estimation accuracy, since 
costly prediction methods may be a misuse of 
the engineer's l imi ted resources. 

The protection engineer needs "quick and 
d i r t y " approximations. A set of instructions 
can be envisioned which states that i f a spe
c i f i c configuration has a geometry defined 
within certain ranges of variables, then the 
analyt ica' model selected should be of a par
t i cu la r type wi th prescribed input parameter 
values. There should be several methods of 
approximation of the upper bound, varying from 
coarse to ref ined. The complexity of the so
lut ion w i l l increase drast ica l ly in going from 
coarse to re f ined, and the size of applicable 
set of problems represented by the approximate 
solution w i l l decrease as refinement increases. 

protection Trads-Off 

The purpose of this block is to arr ive at 
protection requirements in a cost effect ive 
manner and, i f protection is required, select 
the most cost effect ive scheme. To i l l u s t r a t e , 
consider tb"i so l i d suscept ib i l i ty curve of 
f igure 7. This is the "coarse" lower bound 
estimate of the threshold of the tracking 
radar, while point A 0 i s the interact ion and 
coupling estimate. Although both estimates 
are coarse, the system is shown to be hard 
fiTtd uOcS ftut revjul i"<s pi 'uteCt ' tOf i . itOw COnSiucr 
the case where the estimate is B 0 . The sus
cep t i b i l i t y estimates and the interact ion snd 
coupling estimates show a potential problem. 
Now the protection engineer has to decide 
what is to be done. He may elect to protect 
as i s , af ter having compared costs in perfor
mance, r e l i a b i l i t y , e t c - , to those required 
f o r additional analysis or test . 

f i g . 7: Threshold and Performance Parameter 
Estimates 

On the other hand, he may have examined 
the ensts and decided that a better look at 
the problem is required. Neat proximity of B a 

to the threshold curve implies hope that addi
t ional analyses w i l l SNOW a non-vulnerable 
assessment. Fiqurc 1 shows, the decision paths 
by the das Med lines, he H\./ eiect to redeter
mine by analysis and/o1" test the threshold 

curve or the in teract ion and coupling e s t i 
mate or both. Another poss ib i l i t y is to 
change the performance c r i t e r i a through addi
t ional system analysis. Assume he selects to 
use a new subsystem suscept ib i l i ty estimate, 
and that estimate is given by the broken curve 
of Figure 7. This subsystem is now shown not 
vulnerable to the upper bound threat estimate 

The example has shown only a single sub
system. Paral lel consideration of a l l sub
systems must be made since the protection pro
vided to a subsystem may change the protection 
requirements of another subsystem. Zoning, 
for example, may sat is fy the requirements of 
many subsystems. 

For the protection trade-off and the desi
gn, the engineer must have acquired the thresh
old and the interact ion and coupling estimates. 
In addi t ion, he must have access to protection 
methods and devices; device and method data; 
cost-monetary, performance, maintenance and 
r e 1 v . ~ ' l i t y ; analysis and test methods; costs 
of analysis and t es t ; and the codes and 
practices associated wi th fabricat ion and de
sign. He must juggle aV. these factors wi th in 
the constraints of program resources (time 
and money). 

While the simple example used only two 
parameters, several parameters of other curr
ents, voltages and f ie lds may be required. The 
influences of the parameters of Dther induced 
effects may be independent or, i f not, the 
probabi l i ty of parameter effects occurring sim
ultaneously i n a highly interact ive region nay 
be small. The resul t is that a larger number 
of curves must be considered to account for 
the increased number of e f fec ts , and to ar r ive 
at the necessary decisions. 

pes i gn, Fab r i cat ion, and Operation 

Within th is block, the actual design and 
fabr icat ion of the selected protection scheme 
is accomplished, and steps considered to assure 
protection throughout the system's l i f e cycle. 
There are two aspects to protection design. 
The f i r s t is the actual design of protection 
schemes such as the hybrid combination of f i l 
ters and surge arresters, or the design of 
shielded enclosures. For this aspect, ths 
engineer employs general design techniques 
( c i r cu i t codes, e tc . ) and provides a design 
layout that adheres to protection guidelines 
and practices. The other aspect of protection 
design l ies in the design and layout t f the 
subsystem where a certain degree of protection 
is afforded the system through the use of 
accepted cades and good engineering practices. 

Throughout the fabricat ion process, it is 
necessary to maintain the qual i ty of the equip
ment in i t s various stages of construction. 
Thus, a viable qual i ty assurance program is 
mandatory. This systematic program of inspec
t ing m<! testing insures that the equisment 
does indeed sat is fy the £MP design specif ica
t ions. Formal acceptance test ing of a l l end 
items is also required. In these manners, the 
EMP protection in tegr i ty of the system w i l l be 
maintained during the fabrication stages of 
the system. 



I t is absolutely necessary to have mainte
nance programs and operational practices which 
are s t r i c t l y followed to assure that the ENP 
protection continues to be effect ive through
put the l i f e of t v system. The engineer has 
the responsibi l i ty for establishing a mainte
nance program and exp l i c i t l y describing re
quired practices. These must be systematic 
procedures, and should be very careful ly de l in 
eated in such forms as manuals and guidelines. 

Concluding Remarks 

Throughout this paper, the emphasis has 
bean on developing and using a systematic, 
cost-effect ive approach to the solution of the 
problem of insuring that a system w i l l func
t ion properly in an £M? environment. A func
t ional approach has t^en pursued, in whKh the 
necessary considerations or ingredients of 
protection engineering havt been ident i f ied 
and discussed in some d e t a i l , as well as the 
reasons for the various facets of the approach. 
The problem of V-S> protection is not an easy 
one; however, ths approach outlined in th is 
paper should constitute an engineering founda
t ion for the solution of protection problems. 
I t is a guide to follow and incorporate with 
sound program management to f i na l l y arr ive at 
the protection engineer's goal - a hardened 
system. 
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